
 

“WHAT GOD HAS JOINED TOGETHER…” 
WHOM MINISTERS WILL OR WILL NOT MARRY? 

GCCC (372-1766) Pre-Marital & Wedding Guidelines 

 

Genesis 2: 24, “For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and they will 

become one flesh.” 

Hebrews 13:4, “Marriage should be honored by all, and the marriage bed kept pure…” 

Ephesians 5:21-23, “Submit to one another out of reverence for Christ. Wives, submit to your husbands as to the 

Lord. For the husband is the head of the wife as Christ is the head of the church, his body, of which 

he is the Savior.” 

 

Government grants the right for ordained ministers to solemnize the marriage relationship.  In other words, 

ministers have the legal authority to officiate at weddings.  The law says a minister can solemnize the wedding 

vows, but it never says a minister must or even should do this.  Just because they are given the right to “perform 

weddings” does not place them under any moral or legal responsibility to do so. 

 

The ministers at Garden City, recognize and believe there is much more to marriage than a mere legal union.  We 

believe the truth of scripture that marriage is, first and foremost, a spiritual union that is recognized as legal.  With 

this biblical truth in mind, we hold the spiritual issues of marriage in high esteem, and consider our spiritual 

responsibilities and opportunities of greater importance and significance than any legal ability, right, or duty 

granted by governmental authorities.  Consistent with those beliefs, we have established the following guidelines 

regarding the marriages we will or will not perform. 

 

1.  The bride and/or groom must contact one of the ministers personally to initiate the wedding process 

(described below).  Taking this responsibility themselves, rather than giving it to a family member or friend, 

demonstrates an attitude of maturity, accountability, and personal responsibility. 

2.  We are not a “tool” of the state in regard to marriage.  There are other resources for potential couples that will 

meet their legal needs (i.e., judges, county clerks, justices of the peace, other ministers, and a host of others).  

We will not officiate a ceremony driven only by a sentimental wish for a “church wedding.” 

3.  We will discuss marriage with any couple who does, in like fashion, regard the spiritual issues of marriage to be 

of great significance.  In such discussion, our desire is to be considered a spiritual helper and long-term friend 

to the couple and their marriage.  To do that, it is imperative that God’s high standards found in the Biblical 

teachings regarding marriage be honored and carefully upheld. 

4.  Upon a couple’s initial request or inquiry, a copy of this policy will be sent to them.  Also, a first face-to-face 

session will be scheduled between the couple and the minister to discuss the marriage requirements.  Until at 

least that first session is complete (and perhaps longer in special circumstances), neither we,  the couple, the 

requested date, nor the church building shall be considered confirmed or obligated.  Until that time, both 

parties have the right to decline or change their minds. 

Note:  If these expectations are not met, we also reserve the right to resign later. 

 

  *After the initial agreement between all parties, specific church use guidelines will be available. 

 

5.  The three major factors that affect our decision regarding any marriage request are directly linked one to the 

other.  The first criteria, in this decision, are that of biblical standards and teachings regarding marriage.  The 

second criteria—based largely upon the first—are those of our own conscience and comfort level regarding 

involvement in a particular ceremony.  We must be able to have a personal peace in knowing that we will give 

an account to God for all our actions, including weddings.  The third criteria in these decisions are the policies 

and guidelines established by the elders in authority and oversight of our ministry.  We reserve the right to 

make wedding decisions consistent with all three criteria. 

 

 



 

 

 

6.  We require that couples be willing to participate in adequate pre-marital counseling prior to the ceremony.  All 

our ministers use the same basic pre-marital curriculum.  The number and length of those sessions will be 

based on each individual case and in accordance with the curriculum used.  In normal cases this will most 

likely be a minimum of six two-hour sessions.  This will include the following: 

     (A)  Discussion of the spiritual status of both bride and groom.  We require that both parties be believers in 

Christ, Christians as defined in the Scriptures (2 Corinthians 6:14).  If both are not currently Christians, 

then our initial and primary emphasis will be upon that important decision to be born again, Christians 

according to the New Testament.  Again, we reserve the right to refuse to conduct any ceremony between 

individuals who exemplify no commitment to God and His teachings concerning their personal lives and 

the sanctity of marriage.  

WE WILL NOT CONDUCT A WEDDING WITHOUT THIS PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING. 

     (B)  Important marital ingredients such as commitment, communication, companionship, compromise, keeping 

Christ as your first love together, and complimenting one another are the qualities that form the basis for 

the Biblical plan that marriage is “two becoming one.”  (Genesis 2:24, Matthew 19:4-5, Ephesians 5:31) 

These also describe the important steps of “leaving”—that is, maturity, and “cleaving”—that is tight 

bonding. 

     (C)  Special circumstances that the couple brings to this relationship, i.e. divorce (Biblical or not?), children and 

step-children, in-laws, financial troubles, personality traits, etc. 

     (D)  Ceremony details, carefully explaining their meaning and personal understanding of them. 

     (E)  Local church policies about the use of building, costs, procedures, mechanics, etc. 

7.  We will not perform a ceremony for couples who are currently living together.  Such a lifestyle violates God’s 

commands concerning sexual purity and being a solid witness and influence for Christ.  Couples living together 

will be told that we, in good conscience, cannot perform a wedding ceremony “invoking God’s blessings on the 

couple”—who up to that day made sinful deliberate choices contrary to God’s Word.  If couples are willing to 

separate immediately and maintain separate residences from now until they are legally and spiritually man and 

wife in Christian marriage, then marital discussions can continue based upon the other established guidelines 

above.  The time to make a relationship “right” is today, not at some moment in the future following a 

ceremony.  We feel very strongly about upholding this Biblical standard that honors marriage as the life-long 

commitment God designed it to be. 

8.  We will not participate in homosexual weddings or same-sex civil unions. 

 

The spirit of these guidelines is to obey the command of Hebrews 13:4, “Marriage should be 

Honored by all…”  Thank you for understanding our commitment to the sacredness of marriage. 


